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In a deregulated electric power system, energy exchanges may exist 
depending on load following contracts between agents belonging to different areas. 
Deregulation in power industry demands wide access to transmission networks that 
connect consumers and suppliers. As direct consequence of this, the need may arise 
for new effective technique that favor power flows along specific corridors. On the 
other hand, trend towards increasing transmission open access makes the current 
power system very complex, in such a situation, the objective of this project is to 
trace the flow of electricity in the power networks. As we can handle the economic 
problems of the required system which is being paid attention with the help of 
deregulation. This method will make it possible to charge the suppliers and/or 
generators for estimated amount of losses caused and hence it will encourage 
efficiency of individual generators in order to decrease the losses. Deregulation 
leads the electricity industry to focus attention on the costs of generation and provides 
an incentive for generators to reduce their costs and minimize risks. Competition will 
be the result of careful regulation to allow the new entrants access to the market 
because it is fundamental to most market reforms and also which introduced in order 
to reduce cost and increase efficiency. Therefore it is essential to build up MATLAB 
programming in order to obtain required data and communicate effectively with 
system participants. It is particularly effective in providing user with spontaneous 
information about the behavior of the system participants in deregulated environment. 
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I. I. Background of Study 
An electrical power system is an energy transportation system. In order to 
make it safe, convenient and efficient, we should trace the flow of electricity in 
the power networks for long distances. The electrical supply industry is 
undergoing a profound renovation worldwide. Since 1980s, however, the 
increased deregulation of the industry in almost every corner of the world has 
imposed [1]. Recent years have been a worldwide trend toward the deregulation 
and unbundling of the services provided by the utilities throughout the world 
especially in the power market. Therefore the goal is always lowering of the 
average consumer price and the introduction of competition, because of that the 
transmission network company should remain neutrality and centrally controlled 
to make the market is operating fairly. Many electricity markets around the world 
are currently in transition towards more deregulated and competitive markets. 
The changes were initiated by: 
 A realization that generation and distribution functions need not be 
monopolies. 
 A feeling that public service obligations are no longer necessary. 
  The cost reduction potential of competition. 
Increased fuel availability and fuel supply stability. 
  The development of new technologies in power generation and 
information technology. 
  It encourages competition. 
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  Consumer assured of good quality power. 
  It avoids monopoly. 
  Companies will supply at competitive price. 
The electrical power system can be divided into three major parts. 
i) Generation, the production of electricity. 
ii) Transmission, the system of lines that transport the electricity from the 
generating plants to the area in which it will be used. 
iii) Distribution, the system of lines that connect the individual customer to 
the electric power system. 
Competitive generation provides a market within which independent firms 
compete on the basis of price to sell electricity directly to large industrial 
customers, and supply electricity, via common carrier transmission, to distributors 
who in turn sell to final users. Unit prices could vary by the amount of electricity 
purchased per period. As a result, customers would face more service options and 
a more complex pricing scheme. There are a number of advantages to have a 
variety of types of generators linked to transmission grid [2]. 
The first major advantage involves cost savings. At any given moment, power is 
supplied to the transmission grid by the firm with the lowest marginal costs. 
Dispatch according to merit saves resources and reduces the cost of generating 
electricity. Because the different plants may have different load characteristics, 
peak and load duration curves, generating capacity can be more fully utilized and 
additional capital resources saved. 
The second advantage of the competitive generation is that a spot market for 
electricity will develop. The presence of a spot market means that less idle 
capacity must be maintained in order to provide a given level of service reliability. 
The third advantage of completive generation is innovation. Competition not only 
leads firms to be more responsive to consumer demands, monitor costs more 
closely, and compete on the basis of price, but also provides an incentive to be 
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innovative. Developing a new consumer service, a better method of reducing costs 
or a faster way of dealing with problems promises the innovator a competitive 
edge. 
1.2. Problem Statement 
1.2.1. Problem Identification 
Due to nonlinear nature of power flow, it is difficult to determine 
transmission usage in the network accurately. Thus, models and tracing 
algorithms will become very heuristic in order to allocate the power flow and loss 
in transmission networks. To further understand the characteristics for the tracing 
of electricity, we anticipated two tracing algorithms, upstream-looking and 
downstream looking algorithm. The upstream-looking algorithm will apportion 
the losses to the loads and allocate the supplement charge to the generators while 
downstream-looking algorithm will apportion the losses to the generators and 
allocate the supplement charge to the loads. Using data inputs from a user, model 
can then be simulated in computer software. The software being used in this 
project for that purpose is MATLAB. 
1.2.2. Project Significance 
Long transmission lines are required to transmit power from remote 
generation sites to the population centres. The stability of the transmission system 
depends on the power flows through the transmission line, but load at the buses 
never static and always changes, either increasing or decreasing according to the 
system requirement [3]. Electrical loads both generate and absorb reactive power. 
They are inductive in nature and consumed a lot of reactive power from the 
transmission lines. Hence there is voltage drop on the line. So, it is clear that there 
will be the sending end and the receiving end voltages magnitude variation, as 
well as phase difference, is created. 
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Therefore it is important to trace the flow of electricity (Real and Reactive Power) 
in the power networks. The method that we shall use for the power tracing in 
meshed electrical network, allows the assessment of how much of real and 
reactive power output from a particular station goes to a particular load. Through 
this we can modify the existing tariffs of charging for transmission loss, reactive 
power and transmission services into the power networks. 
In a competitive market the electrical industry has to focus on the costs of 
generation and provides an incentive for generators to reduce their costs and 
minimize risks. The electrical supply industry tended to be integrated vertically 
almost everywhere and power exchanges between utilities were determined by 
contracts. Since the 1980s, however, the increased deregulation of the industry in 
almost every corner of the world. Electricity was bundling up , it divided 
into 
Generation company (GENCO), Transmission company (TRANSCO) and 
Distribution company (DISCO) to make electricity industry more palatable for 
potential investors. Independent System Operator (ISO) and Power Market 
Operator, which may include other entities depending on the market structure, 
ISO is independent of the other entities, figure 1 shows the entities resulting from 
deregulation. 
'1 3ý 
GENCO i TRANSCO 
l 
DISH 
Figure: 1 Entities Resulting From Deregulation 
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1.3. Objectives 
The main objective of this project is to trace the flow of electricity (Real and 
Reactive Power) in the power networks which leads the electricity industry to 
focus attention on the costs of generation and provides an incentive for generators 
to reduce their costs and minimize risks. 
The main scopes of this project are: 
  To build up MATLAB programming for required system as well as for 
bigger system. 
  To trace the electricity using average line flows. 
o Upstream-looking algorithm. 
o Downstream-looking algorithm. 
  To be familiar about deregulation in electrical power networks. 
1.4. Scope of study 
Around the world, as electricity industries are restructured and liberalized, 
electricity is becoming a commodity to be bought and sold by generators, 
suppliers and other traders [6]. This project focuses on how to improve the power 
networks (Transmission Lines) performance in order to decrease costs and 
increase efficiency. Deregulation and unbundling of transmission services has 
resulted in the need to assess what the impact of a particular generator or the load 
on the power system [11. As vertically integrated utilities are broken up, end users 
and distributors are able to buy power from distant generators. 
The electricity market regulations regarding fees for power exchange, the 
treatment of imbalances as well as the operation of the ancillary service market 
can have a significant impact on the economic performance of distributed 
generation, and hence on its future development [3]. In the new environment, 
utilities win because they retain rights over their transmission system and can 
charge what the market will bear rather than a regulated price. Consumers win 
because the grid innovation becomes necessary and reliability is maximized. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 
2.1. Electrical System's Understanding 
In order to conduct power flow analysis for particular power systems 
model, it is required to define the network topology as well as the basic 
components for the power flow analysis. The system includes bus, transmission 
line, transformer, slack generator, constant active power and constant voltage 
generator (PV), constant power load (PQ), constant power generator and constant 
admittance [5]. The primary aim of any electricity supply system is to meet all 
customers' demands for energy. Power generation is carried out wherever it 
achieves the most economic selling cost overall. The transmission system is used 
to transfer large amounts of energy from the main generation areas to major load 
caters, and distribution system carry the energy to the furthest customer, using the 
most appropriate voltage level [9]. The important considerations in the operation 
of a transmission line are the determination of voltage drop, line losses and 
efficiency of transmission. These values are greatly influence by the line constants 
R, L and C of the transmission line [4]. 
A transmission line has three constants R, L and C distributed uniformly along the 
whole length of the line. The resistance and inductance form the series impedance. 
the capacitance existing between conductor for 1-phase line or from a conductor 
to neutral for 3-phase line forms a shunt path throughout the length of the line. 
For instance, the voltage drop in the line depends upon the values of above three 
line constants [101. Similarly, the resistance of transmission line conductors is the 
most important cause of power loss in the line and determines the transmission 
efficiency. Depending upon the manner in which capacitance is taken into 
account; the overhead transmission lines are classified in three types [41: 
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i) Short transmission lines: 
When length is up to about 50 km and line voltage is comparatively low (< 20kV), 
it is usually considered as short transmission line. Due to smaller length and lower 
voltage, the capacitance effects are small and hence can be neglected and 
resistance and inductance of the line are taken into account. 
ii) Medium transmission Lines: 
When the length is about 50-150 km and the line voltage is moderately high (> 20 
kV < 100 kV), it is considered as medium transmission line. Due to the sufficient 
length and voltage of the line, the capacitance effects are taken into account. 
iii) Long transmission lines: 
When the length of an overhead transmission line is more than 150 km and line 
voltage is very high (> 100 kV). it is considered as a long transmission line. 
2.1.1. Theory of Power Transmission 
For the power transmission, the reactive and real powers are important 
factors. The reactive power and real power equations of figure 2 are given as [51 
[6]. 
vs L. i VRLO 








Figure 2: Simple r model two bus transmission system 
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From eqn. I to eqn. 4 the receiving end and sending real and reactive power is 
found using voltage at receiver and sending side and phase angle difference 
between the voltages [51. 
The phase angle difference in eqn. I and eqn. 2 is very small in normal power 






Ignoring the last term in reactive power equation from eqn. 3 and eqn. 4, it 
becomes: 
VhZ - iVs 
V, V,, cos 9 
E}=- G+/t v 
(7) 
(R) 
That means the reactive power transferred between two points is found by voltage 
magnitudes at two buses, series reactance of the line and cosine of the power 
angle between two points [51. From the above equations we can conclude that the 
-V. Z+V,. VCos 1 
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real power flows from high angle to low whereas the reactive power flows from 
high voltage to low voltage bus. 
2.2. Tracing the flow of electricity 
This method is based on proportional sharing principle and aims at tracing 
the flows of electricity through power networks. It allows quantifying how much 
of the active and reactive power flows from a particular source to specific load. It 
also allows quantifying the contribution from each generator or load to flows and 
losses in a given line. As deregulation leads every electrical industry to pay an 
attention on the costs of generation and provides an incentive for generator to 
reduce their costs and minimize risks. It affects the existing plants way that are 
run and operated [1J. New plants are being built on more short-term, cost-based 
decisions. Long term investments such as large scale expensive power plants are 
not favoured in deregulated markets where customers cannot be secured. So 
continuing the trend towards deregulation and unbundling of transmission 
services has resulted in the need to assess, what the impact of a particular 
generator or load is on the power system [11. Tracing of electricity allows the 
assessment of contributions of individual generators (or loads) to individual line 
flows. A loss apportioning algorithm has also been introduced which allows the 
breakdown of the total transmission loss into components to be allocated to 
individual loads or generators [I 11. 
  Assumption: 
The proportional sharing principle can be extended to all the network nodes 
and allows electricity to be traced in the network by a series of recursive 
calculations [1]. In meshed electrical networks is shown that how the flows are 
distributed in it. The network is assumed to be connected and described by a set of 
n nodes, m directed links (transmission lines or transformers), 2m flows (at both 








L3 0N-BV I 
6 0Mal 
Figure: 3 Proportional Sharing Principle 
The main principle used to trace the flow of electricity will be that of proportional 
sharing. This is illustrated in Figure 3 there are four lines (two are inflows and two 
are outflows) in this network; which are j, k, m and 1, all are connecting at the 
same node at i. 
So total power flow through the node is Pi = 40+60 =100MW from which 40% is 
supplied by line j-i and 60% by line k-i. We can see from the network that P; =P0. 
  Using proportional sharing principle: 
70MW out flowing in line i-m we shall see from this line that how much power it 
contains from j-i and k-i respectively: 
70*(40/100)=28 MW supplied by linej-i 
70*(60/100)=42 MW supplied by line k-i 
Similarly for 30 MW line i-I 
30*(40/100)=12 MW supplied by line j-i 








Problem identification & objective 
of the project 
Project scope identification 
Preliminary research & study 
MATLAB software 
Collecting the related data & 
parameters needed 
L 
Writing MATLAB source code 
Obtain final results 
Compile & Run 
Finish 
Figure 4: Process flow chart 
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3.1 Active Power flow using Average Line Flows 
Tracing electricity can be seen as a transportation problem of determining 
how the power injected by the generators is distributed between lines and loads of 
the network. The algorithm discussed below is applicable only on lossless 
network wherein power flows at the beginning and end of each transmission line 
are equal [8]. The simplest way of obtaining lossless flows from the lossy ones is 
by assuming that a line flow is an average over the sending end and receiving end 
flows and by adding half of the line loss as load at each terminal node of the line 
[11. Consider for example a simple network with 4 nodes and 5 transmission lines 
as shown in Figure 5. The power flow results are marked in the Figure. 5 on the 
top or the left of a line indicates a real power flow, while a number below or to the 
right of the line indicates a reactive power flow. A similar convention has been 
used for generators and loads. Figure 6 shows a lossless real power flow obtained 
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Figure5: Power flow in a4 node network 
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Figure 6: Lossless Power Flow 
The algorithm for tracing the flow of electricity will be now derived in two 
versions. The upstream-looking algorithm will look at the balance of nodal 
inflows while the downstream-looking algorithm will look at the balance of nodal 
outflows. 
3.1.1 Upstream-looking algorithm for active power 
Let there be n nodes in the network. In the upstream-looking algorithm the 
power inflows in the lines connected at a node are considered. In node i, P; _j 
is 
the power that flows from node j to node i. considering the inflows, node power Pi 
can be written as 
P; =PG; + 
2: 
jexiu pj-i for i=1,2,3, ..., n 
Where a iu is the set of nodes supplying power directly to node i. Here 
Pj-s=cjiPj 
Where Cii =Pi.; /Pi 
Substituting eq. 2 in eq. ] 











ý-394.5 PL_172 =no 




for i=1,2,3, ..., n (4) 
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On rearrangement 
PGi= Pi+ Zjexiu r; Pj for i=1,2, ..., n (5) 
The above n equation can be written in matrix form as 
rP' 
P2 
I PG 11 
P62 (6) 
AU 
tPn j ýNGnj 
Where Au is the (nxn) upstream distribution matrix. The (i, j) element of Au is 
given by 
1I fori= j (7) 
[Aul2j -cji = -IPj-iI /Pj for jE aiu) 
4 otherwise 
Note that A is a sparse and unsymmetrical matrix. Finding the inverse of A 








Individual node powers can be written as 
(8) 
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P; = Fkýý [Ai. i ýlij; Pcký for i=1,2,3, ..., n 
(9) 
It is to be noted that the above node power Pi is also equal to the sum of load 
demand PU and the outflows in the line connected to node i. Thus 
P; =PLi I , EXEC! P; _i for i=1,2,3, ..., n (10) 
Where c id is the set of nodes receiving power from node i. The outflow power 
P; 
_i can 




Using equ. 9 in the above, 
PW = ir, _, I P!: L. k=1 
[Au l]ik PGk for i=1,2,3, ..., n (12) 
Eqn. 12 allows one to determine how the line flows are supplied from individual 
generators. 
Further, it is to be noted iy, 
r 11. ýk=1 ý`ýu 1ý PGL that will give the 
contribution of kt' generator for the outflow power Pi-I. 
Similar to the outflow power, the load demand Pu can also be calculated using 
proportional sharing principle as 
PL; _ (Pu/Pi) Pi (13) 









It is to be noted that (PL; /P; )[Au'[; k Pck will give the contribution of the k`'' 
generator for the load power PI1;. 
3.1.2 Downstream-looking algorithm for active power 
This is the dual of upstream-looking algorithm. In downstream-looking algorithm 
the power outflows in the lines connected at a node are considered. In node I. P; _i 
is power that flows from node i to node 1, considering the outflows, node power P; 
can be written as 
P; =Pi., +E; exidpi-i for i=1,2,3, ..., n 
(15) 
Where cc id is the set of nodes receiving power directly to node i. Here 
P;. i=c; i Pi (16) 
Where C11=P;., /P1 (17) 
Substituting egn. 16 in eqn. 15 
Pi =Psi+L"; exid PIA. dP = PL for i=1,2,3, ..., n (18) 
Rearranging the above eqn. 
PLi=Pi- r`Extd plCil AdP = PL for i=1,2,3, ..., n (19) 












1 for i=1 
C,; =-P, _JP; 
for IF aid (21) 
0 Otherwise 
Note that Ad is a sparse and unsymmetrical matrix. Finding the inverse of Ad 








Individual node power can be written as 
Pi = Ek=1 [Ad"'];;, PLk for i=1,2,3, ..., n 
(23) 
It is to be noted that the above node power Pi is also equal to sum of generator 
powers P0; and the inflows in the lines connected to node i. Thus 
P; =Pc; +zjextuPJ-i for i= 1,2,3, ..., n (24) 
The inflow power P; _; can 
be calculated using proportional sharing principle as 
Pj-» = (Pj-1 /Pi) Pi 
Using eqn. 23 in the above 
P i-l = (P j-r1P; ) Pi=(P j-, /P1), 172=1 [qd-I)ik Pik 
(25) 
for i=1,2,3, ..., n (26) 
Above equation allows one to determine how the line flow contributes to 
individual loads. Further, it is to be noted that (Pj4/P; ) [Ad-1Iik PLk it will give the 
contribution of the inflow power Pj_, to the kth load. 
ý[ad-'] 
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Similar to the inflow power, the generator power PG; can also be calculated using 
proportional sharing principle as 
PGi = (PGi1Pi) Pi (27) 
Using eqn. 23 in the above, 
PGi =(PGi/Pi) Pi=(PGj/Pj)j: k-1 [Ad-']ik PLk for i=1,2,3, ..., n 
(28) 
It is noted that (Po; /i) [Ad. ']ik PU will give the contribution of the generator power 
PGi to the kth load. 
By using MATLAB we can get the inverse of any matrix as given below: 
ý_ 
1.0000 000 
-0.1508 1.0000 00 
-0.5615 0 1.0000 -0.2890 




0.1508 1.0000 00 
0.6882 0.2890 1.0000 0.2890 
0.4385 1.0000 0 1.0000 




0 1.0000 00 
001.0000 0 
0001.0000 
Figure 7: A=A and inv(A) =AU-1 
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3.2 Reactive Power flow: 
As the only requirement for the proposed method is that Kirchhoff. s Current Law 
must be obeyed, the method is equally well applicable to trace reative power 
flows. The main problem is the reative power loss of a line may be quite 
considerable when compared with the flow itself. Below figure 9 shows the 
lossless reactive power flows obtained from lossy one shown in figure 8. In figure 
9 we added fititious nodes in order to get lossless power flow for network we can 
not apply average line flow over sending and receing end because there is large 
difference between sending and receiving end power. In order to handle this 
problem we added additional fictitious nodes responsible for the reactive power 
generation and consumption in each of the lines in figure 9. 
Figure 8 AC POWER FLOW IN FOUR NODE NETWORKS 
Figure 9 REACTIVE POWER FLOW WITH FICTITIOUS LINE NODES 
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3.2.1 Upstream-Looking Algorithm For Reactive Power Flow: 
Let there be n nodes in the network. In the upstream-looking algorithm the 
power inflows in the lines connected at a node are considered. In node i, Q_; is 
the power that flows from node j to node i. considering the inflows, node power 
Q; can be written as 
Qi QGi+ I1 
exiu 
Qj-i for i=1,2,..., n 
Where a iu is the set of nodes supplying power directly to node i. Here 
(29) 
Qi-t=Cii Qi (30) 
Where Cj; =QQ.; /QQ (31) 
Substituting eq. 30 in eq. 29 
Qic 4Gi-4 Gjexin cP Qi 
On rearrangement 
QGi-Qi+zjEatxciA 
for i=1,2,..., n (32) 
for i=1,2,..., n (33) 








Where A is the (nxn) upstream distribution matrix. The (i, j) element of A. is 
given by 
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[A,, ]y_ ý -C; i _ o., Qi 
fori=j 
for jE aiu 
otherwise 
(35) 
Note that A is a sparse and unsymmetrical matrix. Finding the inverse of A 
matrix, node powers can be solved. Thus 
Qi 
= [A,, -'] 
Qn j LQGE) 
Individual node powers can be written as 
Qi = Ek=i [Aü l]ik QGk for i=1,2,3,..., n 
(36) 
(37) 
It is to be noted that the above node power P; is also equal to the sum of load 
demand PL; and the outflows in the line connected to node i. Thus 
Qi = QLi +2:; Exid Qi-i for i=1,2,3,..., n (38) 
Where a id is the set of nodes receiving power from node i. The outflow power 
Q; 
_j can 
be calculated using proportional sharing principle as 
Qi-i = (Q; -i/Qi) Qi (39) 
Using equ. 37 in the above, 
rQG11 QG. -ý 
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Qi-1 =(Qi-, /Qi) Qi (Qi-, /Qi)lk=1 [Au"']ik QGk for i=1,2,3,..., n (40) 
Eqn. 40 allows one to determine how the line flows are supplied from individual 
generators. 
Further, it is to be noted (Q; _i/Q; 
) [A-']; k QGk that will give the contribution of 
kth generator for the outflow power Q; _1. 
Similar to the outflow power, the load demand QL, can also be calculated using 
proportional sharing principle as 
Ql. i = (QL. i/Qi) Qi (41) 
Using eqn. 37 in the above, 
QLi =(QLi/Qi) Qi-(Q1. i/Qi)j: k=1 [A,, - 
11 QGk for i=1,2,3,..., n (42) 
It is to be noted that (Qi, i/Qi)(A,; -']ik Qck will give the contribution of the Wh 
generator for the load power Qu. 
3.2.2 Downstream-Looking Algorithm For Reactive Power Flow: 
Above figure 9 shows the lossless reactive power in which the nodes 
number from 5,6,7,8 and 9 are fictitious. Nodes 5,7 and 9 act as the reactive 
power sources while nodes 6 and 8 act as the reactive power sinks. Applying the 
downstream looking algorithm expressed by equation. 
Q; -QL; + 1: 1Exid Q; -r 
for i=1,2,3, 
..., n 
Where a id is the set of nodes receiving power directly from node i. Here 
Qi-1 -cil QI 
(43) 
(44) 
Where c;, =Q;., /Q, (45) 
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Substituting eq. 44 in eq. 43 
=QLi -. Eiex, dCIIQt AdQ = QL for i=1,2,3, ..., n (46) Q; 
Rearranging above equation 
QLi=Qi+ 2: 1 exsdQ' C; r AdQ = 
QL for i=1,2,3, 
..., n 
(47) 
Rearranging above n equations can be written in matrix form as, 
A, j Q (1 
Q -j LQLnj 
ýý211 
(48) 
Where Ad is the (n xn) downstream distribution matrix. The (i, 1) element of Ad 
is given by 
I for i=l 
u =- Q; -, 
/Qi for Iea id (49) 
Otherwise 
Note that Ad is a sparse and unsymmetrical matrix. Finding the inverse of Ad 
matrix, note powers can be solved. Thus 







Individual node power can be written as 
(50) 
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Qi= Ek=i LAä I)ik QLk for i=1,2,3, ..., n (sl) 
It is to be noted that the above node power Q; is also equal to sum of generator 
powers QGi and the inflows in the lines connected to node i. Thus 
Qi - QGi -4-, 
Z, 
exiu 
Qj-i for i= 1,2,3, ..., n (52) 
The inflow power Q; _; can 
be calculated using proportional sharing principle as 
Q, --; _ (Qf-; /Q; ) Qi for i=1,2,3, ..., n 
Using eqn. 51 in the above 
Q1-i = (Qj /Qj) Qi=(Qj-1/Q1)L+k=1 [Adlik 
QLk for i =1,2,3,..., n 
(53) 
(54) 
Above eqn. 54 allows one to determine how the line flow contributes to individual 
loads. Further, it is to be noted that (Q j_j /Q; ) [Ad-']; k Q«; it will give the 
contribution of the inflow power Qf., to the kt' load. 
Similar to the inflow power, the generator power QGi can also be calculated using 
proportional sharing principle as 
QGi = (QGi/Qi) Qi (55) 
Using eqn. 51 in the above, 
QGi = (QGi/Qi) Qi=(QGi/Qi)Ek =1 
[Ad-I]ik QLk for i=1,2,3,..., n (56) 
It is noted that (Qo; /Q; ) [Ad_']ik QLk will give the contribution of the generator 
power QG; to the kt' load. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Results of Upstream-looking Algorithm for active power 
The upstream-looking algorithm is now applied to the network shown in 
Fig. 6. Matrix A. is constructed first. Here i vary from I to4 and j should cover the 
nodes supplying power directly to node i. Table 1 below shows the j values for 
different values of i. 






A,, (2,1) _ -P1.2/P1= -59.5/394.5 = -0.1508 
Aý(3,1) =- P1.3/P1=221/394.5 = -0.5615 
A(3,4) =- P4_3/P4 = -82.5/285.5 = -0.2890 
A(4,1) =- P1-4/P1 = -113.5/394.5 = -0.2877 
A(4,2) =- P2.4/P2 = -172/172 = -1 
r1 00 0ý 
I -0.1508 100 
Au _ -0.5615 01 -0.2890 
-0.2877 -1 01 
And hence, By using MATLAB the matrix of A,; ' given below: 
A= 
1.0000 000 
-0.1508 1.0000 00 
-0.5615 0 1.0000 -0.2890 
-0.2877 -1.0000 0 1.0000 
» inv (A) 
ans 
1.0000 000 
0.1508 1.0000 00 
0.6882 0.2890 1.0000 0.2890 









Using (P; _i/P; )[Au-'Iik 
Pck, contribution of generators for the outflow powers can be 


















39 , -ý 
1i-x0.1508x394.5=59.4906 
i, _ 




1i3 xOx112.5=0 35Yý 
1-=7 
x1x112.5=112.5 i-_ 
ý-ýýý ýý ý ýý ýýýý 







Using (PL; /Pi)(A,; -t]ik PCk, contribution of generators to meet the load powers can 
be calculated. The results are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3: Contribution of generators to meet the load powers 






C, 3 x0.4385X394.5=123.0004 









Upstream-looking algorithm will enable us to compute the contribution of 
different generators for the outflow powers in the lines. Further, it is possible to 
find out the share each load, supplied by the different generators. 
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4.2 Results Of Up-Stream Looking Algorithm For Real Power 
From Appendix C 
Contribution Of Generator (1) For Outflow Powers For Line = 
0 59.5000 221.5000 113.5000 
000 59.5000 
0000 
00 49.9912 0 




00 32.5088 0 
PLoad3FromGEN1 = 271.4912 
PLoad4FromGEN1= 123.0088 
PLoad3FromGEN2 = 32.5088 
PLoad4FromGEN2 = 79.9912 
Comparing Few Results 
% error = (Your Result - Accepted Value! / Accepted Value) x 100 
%error for Line 1-2 From GEN 1= ((59.5-59.5)/59.5]*100 =0 
%error for Line 1-3 From GEN 1= [(221.5-221.5)/221.5]*100 =0 
%error for Line 2-4 From GEN 2= [(112.5-112.5)/112.5]*100 =0 
%error for Line 4-3 From GEN 2= [(32.5088-32.5088)/ 32.50881*100 =0 
%error for Load 3 From GEN 1= [(271.4912-271.4912)/ 271.49121*100 =0 
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%error for Load 3 From GEN 2= [(32.5088-32.5088)/ 32.5088]*100 =0 
4.3 Results of Downstream-looking Algorithm for active power 
This algorithm is now applied to the network shown in Fig. 6. Matrix Ad is 
constructed first. Here i vary from 1 to 4 and I should cover the nodes receiving 
power directly from node i. 






Ad(1,2) _ -P1_2/ P2=- 59.5/172 = -0.3459 
Ad (1,3) P 1_3/ P 3=- 221.5/304 0.7286 
Ad(1,4)P1.4/P4=- 113.5/285.5 = -0.3975 
Ad(2,4) _-P2.4/ P4= -172/285.5 =-0.6025 





-0.3459 -0.7286 -0.3975 
0 1.0000 0 -0.6025 
I001.0000 0 
L0o -0.2714 1.0000 
1.0000 0.3459 0.8930 0.6059 




Using (P; _; 
/P; )IAd 1]; k PLk contribution of inflow power PP_; to the Wh load can be 
calculated. The results are shown in Table below: 
Table 5: Contribution of inflow powers to the load powers 
Line To P13 To PtA Total inflow 
j-i 
1-2 (59.5/172)x0.1635 x304=1 7.1941 (59.5/172)x 0.6025 x203=42.3065 59.5040 
1-3 (221.51304)x 1 x304=221.5 (221.5/304)x0x203=0 221.5 
1-4 (113.5/285.5)xO. 1635x304=32.7999 (113.5/285.5)x1 x203=80.7023 113.5022 
2-4 (I 72/285.5)xO. 2714x304=49.7056 (1 72/285.5)x I x203= 122.2977 172.0033 
4-3 (82.5/304)x 1 x304=82.5 (82.5/304)x0x203=0 82.5 
Using (PcjPj)[Ad_1]ik PLk, contribution of generators power PGi to the kth load 
can be calculated. The results are shown in table below 
Table 6: Contribution of generators powers to the loads 
Generator To Ptj To PL4 Total 
Generation 
Pct (394.5/394.5)X0.8931 x304 (394.5/394.5)xO. 606x203 394.5204 
=271.4912 =123.008 
PG2 (112.5/172)x0.1635x304 (112.5/172)x0.6025x203 112.5075 
=32.5088 =79.9912 
Total 304.0123 203.0156 507.0279 
Downstream-looking algorithm will enable us to compute the contribution of 
inflow powers in the lines to the individual loads. Further, it is possible to find out 
the contribution of different generators to the different loads. 
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4.4 Results Of Down-Stream Looking Algorithm For Real Power 
From Appendix C 
Contribution Of Inflow Powers To The Load Power (3) = 
0 17.1935 221.5000 32.7977 
000 49.7023 
0000 
00 82.5000 0 
Contribution Of Inflow Powers To The Load Power (4) = 




PG (1) To Load Power (3) = 271.4912 
PG (1) To Load Power (4) = 123.0088 
PG (2) To Load Power (3) = 32.5088 
PG (2) To Load Power (4) = 79.9912 
Comparing Few Results 
% error = fl Your Result - Accepted Valuel / Accepted Value) x 100 
%error for Line 1-2 To Load 3= [(17.1935-17.1941)/ 17.1935]*100 = 0.0034 
%error for Line 1-3 To Load 3= [(221.5-221.5)/221.5]*100 =0 
%error for Line 1-2 To Load 4= [(42.3065-42.3065)/ 42.30651*100 =0 
%error for Line 1-4 To Load 4= [(80.7023-80.7023)/ 80.7023]*100 =0 
%error for Load 3 From GEN 1= [(271.4912-271.4912)/ 271.49121 *100 =0 
%error for Load 3 From GEN 2= [(32.5088-32.5088)/ 32.5088]*100 =0 
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4.5 Results of Upstream-Looking Algorithm for Reactive Power 
Flow: 
The upstream-looking algorithm is now applied to the network shown in Fig 9. 
Matrix A is constructed first. Here i vary from I to 9 and j should cover the nodes 
supplying power directly to node i. Table 7 below shows the j values for different 
values of i. 















A (1,5) = -Qs. 1/Q5= -5/41 = -0.1219 
A(2,5)=-Q5-2/Q5=-36/41= -0.8780 
A (3,7) _- Q7-3/Q7 = -40/40 = -1 
A (3,8) =- Q8.3/Q8 = -60/104 = -0.5769 
A (4,6) Q6.4/Q6 = -60/62 = -0.9677 
A (4,9) Q9-4/Q9 = -44/44 = -1 
A (6,2) Q2-6/Q2 = -62/62 = -1 
A(7,4)=-Q4-7/Q4=-24/104 -0.2307 
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A (8,1) _-Q,. 8/Q, = -104/130 = -0.8 
A. (9,1) _- Qi-9/Qi= -26/130 = -0.2 
1.0000 000 -0.1219 0000 
0 1.0000 00 -0.8780 0000 
001.0000 000 -1.0000 -0.5769 0 
0001.0000 0 -0.9677 00 -1.0000 
00001.0000 0000 
0 -1.0000 0001.0000 000 
000 -0.2307 001.0000 00 
-0.8000 0000001.0000 0 
-0.2000 00000001.0000 A. i 
1.0000 0000.1219 0000 
0 1.0000 000.8780 0000 
0.5077 0.2232 1.0000 0.2307 0.2579 0.2232 1.0000 0.5769 0.2307 
0.2000 0.9677 0 1.0000 0.8740 0.9677 001.0000 
00001.0000 0000 
0 1.0000 000.8780 1.0000 000 
0.0461 0.2232 0 0.2307 0.2016 0.2232 1.0000 0 0.2307 
0.8000 0000.0975 001.0000 0 
0.2000 0000.0244 0001.0000 
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Using (Q; _tJQ; )[A,; 
' ]; kQck, contribution of generators for the outflow powers can 
be calculated. The results are shown in Table 8 below: 
Table 8: Contribution of generators for the outflow powers 
Line From QG1 From QGz From Qss From Qs7 From QS9 Total 
f-1 outflow 
1-8 x1x125 x0x26 `; x0.1219x41 =xOx16 -' xp x18 103.9998 : ý: ... ::: ... ... 
=100 =0 =4 =0 =0 
1-9 _= x1x125 ;:, ` xOx26 : `` x0.1219x41 ' xOx16 xOx18 25.9996 
=25 =0 =1 =0 =0 
2-6 "-`xOx12S `=C. x1x26 
`rx0.8780x41 ý=xOx16 `ýxOx18 59.9979 
1'- 
-" 
y'- '-- '- 
=0 =26 =34.8367 =0 =0 
4-7 -Yx0.2x125 x0.9677x26 x0.8740x41 ýx0x16 ; -y x1x18 23.9947 
=5.7692 =5.8065 =8.2693 =0 =4.1538 
5-1 -, xOx125 -x0x26 -=xlx41 =x0x16 =-xOx18 
5 
y_ ti- 4. T_ +- 
=0 =0 =5 =0 =0 
5-2 -'xOx125 -x0x26 xlx41 =xOx16 
I-xOx18 36 
3: 
=0 =0 =36 =0 =0 
6-4 xOx125 =-x1x26 =; x0.8780x41 -`. xOx16 xx18 59.9979 'ý- 
=0 =25.1612 =34.8367 =0 =0 
7-3 }`x0.0461x12 'x0.2232x26 ý``x0.2016x41 Týýx1x16 =x0.2307x 39.9839 
-}Q 30 4c4 i" aa 
5=5.7625 =5.8032 =8.2656 =16 18=4.1526 
8-3 -x 0.8x125 
` xOx26 =x0.0975x41 =xOx16 -xOxl8 
59.99625 
-ýý -G4 '"'i 
=57.69 =0 =2.3062 =0 =0 
9-4 x0.2x125 3ýx0x26 Y7x0.0244x41 ýx0x16 YYx1x18 43.9997 
=25 =0 =0.9997 =0 =18 
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Using (Q1, i/Qi)(Au-1]ik QGk , contribution of generators to meet 
the load powers 
can be calculated. The results are shown in Table 9 below: 
Table 9: Contribution of generators to meet the load powers 














From Qs5 From Qs7 From Qsv Total 
Load 
Power 
=-j ` x0.2579x41 -=ý x1x16 
ýý x0.2307x18 .II. 














=27.5646 =0 =13.8461 
=xO. 8780x41 -=xOx16 --xOx18 1Y i- _ 
=1.1612 =0 =0 
x0.0975x41 ý xOx16 =xOx18 
=1.6913 =0 =0 
40.991 16 17.9987 
1.9999 
43.9989 
Upstream-looking algorithm will enable us to compute the contribution of 
different generators for the outflow powers in the lines. Further, it is possible to 
find out the share each load, supplied by the different generators. 
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4.6 Results of Up-Stream Looking Algorithm For Reactive Power 
From Appendix D 
Contribution Of Generator (1) For Outflow Powers For Line = 
oo00000 100.0000 25.0000 
000000000 
000000000 0000005. '692 00 
000000000 
000000000 
005. '692 000000 
00 5'. 6923 000000 
00025.0000 00000 
Contribution Of Generator (2) For Outflow Powers For Line = 








Contribution Of Source (5) For Outflow Powers For Line = 
00000004.0000 1.0000 
00000 36.0000 000 
000000000 
0000008.2705 00 
5.0000 36.0000 0000000 











000000000 00 16 000000 
000000000 
000000000 









000 18.0000 00000 
QLoad (3) From GEN (1) = 63.4615 
QLoad (4) From GEN (1) = 19.2308 
QLoad (6) From GEN (1) =0 
QLoad (8) From GEN (1) = 42.3077 
QLoad (3) From GEN (2) = 5.8065 
QLoad (4) From GEN (2) = 19.3548 
QLoad (6) From GEN (2) = 0.8387 
QLoad (8) From GEN (2) =0 
QLoad (3) From Source (5) = 10.5782 
QLoad (4) From Source (5) = 27.5682 
QLoad (6) From Source (5) = 1.1613 
QLoad (8) From Source (5) = 1.6923 
QLoad (3) From Source (7) = 16 
QLoad (4) From Source (7) =0 
QLoad (6) From Source (7) =0 
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QLoad (8) From Source (7) =0 
QLoad (3) From Source (9) = 4.1538 
QLoad (4) From Source (9) = 13.8462 
QLoad (6) From Source (9) =0 
QLoad (8) From Source (9) =0 
Comparing Few Results 
% error = (Your Result - Accepted Valuel / Accepted Value) x 100 
%error for Line 1-8 From GEN 1= [(100-100)/ 100]*100 = 0.0034 
%error for Line 4-4 From GEN 1= [(5.7692-5.7692)/ 5.7692]*100 =0 
%error for Line 2-6 From GEN 2= [(26-26)/ 26]*100 =0 
%error for Line 4-7 From GEN 2= [(5.8065-5.8065)/ 5.8065]*100 =0 
%error for Line 1-8 From Source 5= [(4-4)/ 4]*100 =0 
%error for Line 1-9 From Source 5= [(1-1)/ 1]*100 =0 
%error for line 7-3 from Source 7= [(16-16)/ 16]*100 =0 
%error for Line 4-7 From Source 9= [(4.1538-4.1538)/ 4.1538]*100 =0 
%error for Line 9-4 From Source 9= [(18-18)/ 18]*100 =0 
%error for QLoad 3 From GEN 1= [(63.4615-63.4615)/ 63.4615]*100 =0 
%error for QLoad 4 From GEN 1= [(19.2308-19.2308)/ 19.2308]*100 =0 
%error for QLoad 3 From GEN 2= [(5.8065-5.8032)/ 5.80651*100 = 0.00056 
%error for QLoad 4 From GEN 2= [(19.3548-19.3548)/ 19.3548]*100 =0 
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4.7 Results of Downstream-looking Algorithm for Reactive Power 
Flow: 
This algorithm is now applied to the network shown in Figure 9. Matrix Ad is 
constructed first. Here i vary from 1 to 9 and I should cover the nodes receiving 
power directly from node i. 











Ad (1,8) _ -Q, -B/Qg =- 104/104 
Ad(1,9) _ -Ql-g/Q9 =- 26/44 
Ad (2,6) _ -Q2-6/Q6 =- 62/62 
Ad(4,7) _ -Q4-7/Q7 =- 24/40 
Ad (5,1) = -Qs-i/Ql 5/130 
Ad (5,2) _ -Q5-2/Q2 =- 36/62 
Ad(6,4) _ -Q6-4/Q4 =- 60/104 
Ad(7,3) _ -Q7-3/Q3 =- 40/100 
Ad(8,3) _ -Q8-3/Q3 =- 60/100 










































1.0000 000000 -1.0000 -0.5909 
0 1.0000 000 -1.0000 000 
001.0000 000000 
0001.0000 00 -0.6000 00 
-0.0385 -0.5806 001.0000 0000 
000 -0.5769 0 1.0000 000 
00 -0.4000 0001.0000 00 
00 -0.6000 00001.0000 0 
000 -0.4230 00001.0000 
1.0000 0 0.6600 0.2500 000.1500 1.0000 0.5909 
0 1.0000 0.1385 0.5769 0 1.0000 0.3461 00 
001.0000 000000 
000.2400 1.0000 000.6000 00 
0.0385 0.5806 0.1058 0.3446 1.0000 0.5806 0.2067 0.0385 0.0227 
000.1385 0.5769 0 1.0000 0.3461 00 
000.4000 0001.0000 00 
000.6000 00001.0000 0 
000.1015 0.4230 000.2538 0 1.0000 
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Using (Qj_; /Q; )[Ad'j; k QI. k contribution of inflow power Q; _; to the 
k`h load can be 
calculated. The results are shown in Table 11 below: 
Table 11: Contribution of inflow powers to the load powers 
Line To QL3 
j-i 
1x0=0 
To QL4 To QLÖ To QLB Total 
inflow 
1x0=0 1x1x44 104 
=44 




2,6 62/62x0. I385x 100 
=13.85 
4,7 24/40x0.4x 100 
=24 








8,3 60/100x 1x 100 
=60 
9,4 44/104x0.24x 100 
=10.1538 
26/44 x0.423 x80 26/44x0 26/44x0 25.98 
=20 =O 
62/62x0.5769x80 62/62x 1 x2 62/62x0 62.002 
=46.125 =2 =0 
24/40x0 24/40x0 24740x0 24 
=0 =0 =0 
5/130x0.25x80 5/130x0=0 5/130x1x44 4.999 
=0.7692 = 1.6923 
36/62x0.5769x80 36/62x 1x2 36/62 x0 36.0001 
=26.7979 =1.1613 =0 
60/104xlx80 60/1040 60/104x0 59.999 
=46.153 =0 =0 
40/100x0 40/100x0 40/100x0 40 
=0 =0 =0 
60/100x0 60/100x0 60/100x0 60 
=0 =0 =0 
44/104x1 x80 44/104x0 44/104x0 43.999 
=33.846 =0 =O 
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Using (Qo; /Q; )[Ad"']; k Q1. k. contribution of generators power QG; to the kth load 
can be calculated. The results are shown in Table 12 below: 
Table 12: Contribution of generator powers to the loads 
Generator To QL3 
QcJ 
QGz 









41/41 x0.1058x 100 
= 10.58 
16/40x0.4000 x 100 
=16 
To QU To QLA To QLA Total 
Generation 
125/130x0.2500x8 125/130x0x2 125/130x 1 X44 124.9998 
0=0= 42.3076 
=19.2308 
26/62x0.5769 x80 26/62x 1 x2= 26/62x0x44 26.0007 
=19.3540 0.8387 =0 
41/41x0.3446x80 41/41x0.5806x2 41141x0.0385 41.004 
=27.568 =1.1612 x44 
= 1.694 
16/40x0 x80 16/40x0 x2 16/40x0x44 16 
=0 =o =o 
18/44x0.1015x 100= 18/44xO. 4230x80= 18/44x0x2=4 18/44x0x44= 17.9958 
4.1522 13.8462 0 
100.00017 79.9963 1.9999 44.0017 
Downstream-looking algorithm will enable us to compute the contribution of 
inflow powers in the lines to the individual loads. Further, it is possible to find out 
the contribution of different generators and fictitious sources to the different 
loads. 
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4.8 Results Of Down-Stream Looking Algorithm For Reactive 
Power From Appendix D 
Contribution Of Inflow Powers To The Load Power (3) _ 
0000000 60.0000 6.0000 
00000 13.8462 000 
000000000 
000000 24.0000 00 
2.5385 8.0397 0000000 
000 13.8462 00000 
00 40.0000 000000 
00 60.0000 000000 
000 10.1538 00000 
Contribution Of Inflow Powers To The Load Power (4) _ 
00000000 20.0000 
00000 46.1538 000 
000000000 
000000000 
0.7692 26.7990 0000000 
000 46.1538 00000 
000000000 
000000000 
000 33.8462 00000 










Contribution Of Inflow Powers To The Load Power (8) _ 










QG (1) To Load Power (3) = 63.4615 
QG (1) To Load Power (4) = 19.2308 
QG (1) To Load Power (6) =0 
QG (1) To Load Power (8) = 42.3077 
QG (2) To Load Power (3) = 5.8065 
QG (2) To Load Power (4) = 19.3548 
QG (2) To Load Power (6) = 0.8387 
QG (2) To Load Power (8) =0 
QS (5) To Load Power (3) = 10.5782 
QS (5) To Load Power (4) = 27.5682 
QS (5) To Load Power (6) = 1.1613 
QS (5) To Load Power (8) = 1.6923 
QS (7) To Load Power (3) = 16.0000 
QS (7) To Load Power (4) =0 
QS (7) To Load Power (6) =0 
QS (7) To Load Power (8) =0 
QS (9) To Load Power (3) = 4.1538 
QS (9) To Load Power (4) = 13.8462 
QS (9) To Load Power (6) =0 
QS (9) To Load Power (8) =0 
Comparing Few Results 
% error = (IYour Result - Accepted Valued / Accepted Value) x 100 
%error for Line 1-8 To Load 3= [(60-60)/ 60]*100 =0 
%error for Line 1-9 To Load 3= [(6-6)/6]*100 =0 
%error for Line 1-9 To Load 4= [(20-20)/ 201 *100 =0 
%error for Line 2-6To Load 4= [(46.1538-46.125)/ 46.15381*100 = 0.00062 
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%error for Line 2-6 To Load 6= [(2-2)/ 2]*100 =0 
%error for Line 5-2 To Load 6= [(1.1613-1.1613)/ 1.16131*100 =0 
%error for Line 1-8To Load 8= [(44-44)/ 44]*100 =0 
%error for Line 5-2 To Load 8= [(1.6923-1.6923-)/ 1.6923-]*100 =0 
%error for Load 3 From GEN 1= [(63.4615-63.4615)/ 63.4615]*100 =0 
%error for Load 4 From GEN 1= [(19.2308-19.2308)/ 19.2308]*100 =0 
%error for Load 3 From GEN 7= [(16-16)/ 16]*100 =0 
%error for Load 3 From GEN 9= [(4.1538-4.1522)/ 4.1538]*100 =0.038 
%error for Load 4 From GEN 9= [(13.8462-13.8462)/ 13.8462]*100 =0 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 Conclusion 
First the energy was regulated with government, whatever they fixed the 
price that was a price and that time government was only source. In a regulated 
area one company or government agency that produced, transmitted and sold 
electric power and services and there was no choice then new concept came in 
early 90's to encourage competition. Continuing the trend towards the 
deregulation and unbundling of transmission services has resulted in the need to 
assess what is the impact of particular generator or the load on the power system. 
So the advantages of the tracing the flow of electricity in meshed electrical 
networks has been proposed which can be applied to both real and reactive power 
flows. This method is of topological nature and works on the results of load flow 
program or a state estimation program. Tracing the flow of electricity make it 
possible to charge the suppliers and/or generators for estimated amount of losses 
caused and hence it will encourage efficiency of individual generators in order to 
decrease the losses. It allows the assess that how much of the real and reactive 
power out from a particular station goes to a particular load and also tells us about 
the contribution of individual generators (or loads) to individual line flows. 
5.2 Recommendation 
Future research will focus on the design of MATLAB toolbox for the 
required system as well for the larger system of tracing the flow of electricity. 
Through which we can get the calculation or contribution of both real and reactive 
power which can trace the line flow and load contribution. 
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UP-STREAM LOOKING ALGORITHM FOR ACTIVE POWER 
"us t'J[tiý'I 
Pbus(1: 4)=[394.5; 172; 304; 285.5]; 
e-. erat-Drs Power 












Au (2,1) =-P (1,2) /Pbus (1) ; 
Au (3,1) =-P (1,3) /Pbus (1) ; 
Au(3,4)=-P(4,3)/Pbus(4); 
Au(4,1)=-P(1,4) /Pbus (1); 
Au(4,2)=-P(2,4)/Pbus(2); 
%Inverse of Generated Matrix 
Au 
Auinv=inv(Au) 
, Contribution of Generators For Outflow Powers 







PlineFromGEN1=[PL1to2FromGEN1, PL1to3FromGEN1, PLlto4FromGEN1, 
PL2to4FromGEN1, PL4to3FromGEN11 






P1ineFromGEN2=[PL1to2FromGEN2, PL1to3FromGEN2, PL1to4FromGEN2, 
PL2to4FromGEN2, PL4to3FromGEN2] 
;. ontri't ution of Generators to meet the Load Powers 






PLoad4FromGEN1, PLoad3FromGEN2, PLoad4FromGEN2] 
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APPENDIX B 
DOWN-STREAM LOOKING ALGORITHM FOR ACTIVE 
POWER 
: 'D3WNST'REANI -LOOKING ALGORITHM FOR ACTIVE POWER 
Matrix Generated From Line Powers and Bus Powers 
Ad (1,1) = 1; 
Ad (2,2) = 1; 
Ad(3,3)=1; 
Ad (4,4) =1; 




Ad (4,3) =-P (4,3) /Pbus (3) ; 
siIlvert re -)i. Generated Ivlatrih 
Ad 
Adinv=inv(Ad) 
';; Contribution of inflow powers to the load powers 
', `I'o Load Power 3 







PLlto3ToLoadPower3, PLlto4ToLoadPower3, PL2to4ToLoadPower3, 
PL4to3ToLoadPower3] 







1to3ToLoadPower4, PL1to4ToLoadPower4, PL2to4ToLoadPower4, PL4to 
3ToLoadPower4] 
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IMPROVED PROGRAMMING OF UP-STREAM & DOWN- 
STREAM LOOKING ALGORITHM FOR 4 BUS ACTIVE 
POWER 
. ý. __ i<i'Pý; ý. -., OOý: l; 1:.. ýLGCi2? 1 : iý. 
Bus Powers 
Pbus(1: 4)=[394.5; 172; 304; 285.5]; 
PLoad(1: 4)=[0; 0; 304; 2031; 
Gesiý rators Pcwcý 
PG(1: 2)=[394.5; 112.5]; 
Line PoU; ei: s 
P(1,2)=59.5; 
P(1,3)=221.5; 
P (4,3) =82.5; 
P(1,4)=113.5; 
P(2,4)=172; 
Pfan. r. i_: t Gc nerat_ed From L ne Po;: er. s and Bus powers 
for m=1: 4 
for n=1: 4 
Au (m, n) =-P (n, m) /Pbus (n) ; 






;. Inverse of Generated Matrix 
Au 
Auinv=inv(Au) 
'Contribution of Generators For Outflow Powers 
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From Generator 
for m=1: 4 
for n=1: 4 






P117]G"TO! ill: ',. V1=I PL LOýFrGrl` : V! _, 
FL1 C_, FrOm.:; ET; 1ýPi.! Gý<<: L_V. L 
, PLZto4FromGENl, PL4to3FromGEN1] 
`:. From Generator 
for m=1: 4 
for n=1: 4 





I; Olltl iiýlltlQIý of Generators to meet the I, oaa Pov. ers 
PLoad(1: 4)=[0; 0; 304; 203]; 




























. --_ ------------------------------------ _ --------------_ -_ _ 
%DOWNSTREAM-LOOKING ALGORITHM 
for m=1: 4 
for n=1: 4 









, Cull trikution a inflow Powers tc the lead Powers 
"For Load 3 
for m=1: 4 
for n=1: 4 





For Load 'l 
for m=1: 4 
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for n=1: 4 





: oi; t. i: ibli? ". io i at meta oI: s powers Lo the 
.!. 
o: 3ds 







, From Generator 























IMPROVED PROGRAMMING OF UP-STREAM & DOWN- 
STREAM LOOKING ALGORITHM FROM 4 BUS FOR 
REACTIVE POWER 
ßus Po,, Jers 
Qbus(1: 9)=[130; 62; 100; 104; 41; 62; 40; 104; 44]; 
0 ---------------------------------------------------------- 
Lo 
QLoad(1: 9)=[0; 0; 100; 80; 0; 2; 0; 44; 0]; 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
; Generators Pov,, er_ 
QG(1: 2)=[125; 26]; 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
fi-ource Pow?: 

















%Matrix Generated From Line Powers and Bus Powers 
for m=1: 9 
for n=1: 9 














Inverse of Generated 1ý, atri: "; 
Au 
Auinv=inv(Au) 
. Contribution of Generators For Outflow Powers 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
for m=1: 9 
for n=1: 9 






%From Generator 2 
for m=1: 9 
for n=1: 9 






'From Source Of Bus 5 
for m=1: 9 
for n=1: 9 
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<ýFrom Source Or Bus 7 
for m=1: 9 
for n=1: 9 





's From Source Of Bus 
for m=1: 9 
for n=1: 9 
ContributionOfSource9ForOutflowPowersForLine(m, n)=[Q(m, n)/Qb 




%Contribution of Generators to meet the Load Powers 
ö----------------------------------------------------------- 

























































































h_________________ -------_ ____--_- ---_ -_ -_ __ -_ _____ 






























































for m=1: 9 
for n=1: 9 
Ad(m, n)=-Q(m, n)/Qbus(n); 
Ad (1,1) =1; 
Ad(2,2)=1; 
Ad (3,3) =1; 
Ad(4,4)=1; 










%Contribution of inflow Powers to the load Powers 
62 
ö-^--------------------^-------------------------- 
For Load 3 
for m=1: 9 
for n=1: 9 






-. For Load 4 
for m=1: 9 
for n=1: 9 






-, For Load 6 
for m=1: 9 
for n=1: 9 






`:, For Load 8 
for m=1: 9 
for n=1: 9 







%Contribution of generators powers to the loads 
°--------------------------------------------------------- 





















































































































































UP-STREAM & DOWN-STREAM LOOKING ALGORITHM 
FOR 9 BUS ACTIVE POWER 
UPSTREAM-LOOKING ALGORITHM 
:S Powers 
Pbus(1: 9)=[71.735; 161.515; 83.23; 71.735; 90.81; 84.23; 100.305; 1 
61.515; 126.365]; 
PLoad(1: 9)=[0; 0; 0; 0; 90.81; 0; 100.305; 0; 126.365]; 
v'ýrtP. ''ctCrS 'O: ^: E'. 
PG(1: 3)=[71.735; 161.515; 83.23]; 
; Line Powers 
P(1,4)=71.735; 
P(2,8)=161.515; 
P (3,6) =84 . 23; 






atria: Generated From Line Powers and Bus Powers 
for m=1: 9 
for n=1: 8 
Au (m, n) =-P (n, m) /Pbus (n) ; 
Au(1,1)=1; 














-----Contribution of Generators For Outflow Powers--- 
%From Generator 1 
for m=1: 8 
for n=1: 9 





F rom lýene1aL: o L 
for m=1: 8 
for n=1: 9 






for m=1: 8 
for n=1: 9 





, Contribution of Generators to meet the Load Powers 
----FOR GENERATOR 1------------- 






















--FOR GENERATOR 2------------- 






















----FOR GENERATOR 32------------- 







in is Load h o: and . 

















for m=1: 8 
for n=1: 9 















%-----Contribution of inflow Powers to the load Powers---- 
. For Load 5 
for m=1: 8 
for n=1: 9 





. For Load 7 
for m=1: 8 
for n=1: 9 





For Loý; d 4 
for m=1: 8 
for n=1: 9 





------Contribution of generators powers to the loads--- 
------FOR GENERATOR 1--------- 






















------FOR GENERATOR 2--------- 





















---FOR GENERATOR 3- ------- 
























UP-STREAM & DOWN-STREAM LOOKING ALGORITHM 
FOR 9 BUS REACTIVE POWER 
Bus Powers 
Qbus(1: 13)=[24.07; 14.02; 40.95; 20.57; 15.46; 40.95; 41.45; 16.55; 
40; 24.07; 25.72; 16.81; 16.051; 
----------------------------------------------------- 
QLoad(1: 13)=[0; 0; 0; 0; 15.46; 0; 41.45; 0; 40; 3.32; 0; 0; 10]; 
=------------------------------------------------------ 
Ceno ators Power 
















Q (6,13) =16.05; 
Q(3,6)=40.95; 
Q(6,7)=24.90; 
_: _________________________________ -_ _-_____-_______ -_ __ 
%Matrix Generated From Line Powers and Bus Powers 
for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 
Au(m, n)=-Q(n, m)/Qbus(n); 
Au(1,1)=1; 
Au (2,2) =1; 
Au(3,3)=1; 













TT1VE'LSF Ol 21:? c3LEiý mat. '1: 
Au 
Auinv=inv(Au) 
------Contribution of Generators For Outflow Powers-- 
----------------------------------------------------- 
`,, From Generator 1 
for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 





. From Generator 2 
for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 





From Generator 3 
for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 






From Sou r c: _ L)t Bu:: ii 
for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 





from -) o1. iice C)f f3us 
for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 





------Contribution of Generators to meet the Load Powers -- 
% ------------------------------------------------------ 
=====FROM GENERATOR 




































__=====FROM GENERATOR 2=============== 




































-= FROM GENERATOR 








































































%=======FROM SOURCE POWER 12=============== 








































for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 





















°Contribution of inflow Powers to the load Powers 
%----------------------------------- --------------- 
-, For- Load 5 
for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 





For Load / 
for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 





For Load 9 
for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 
ContributionOflnflowPowersToTheLoadPower9(m, n)=[Q(m, n)/Qbus( 




For Load 10 
for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 
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cr( : 1, OcU 
for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 






% Contribution of generators powers to the loads--- 
0 ö---------------------------------------------------- 
------------------FROM GENRATOR 1------------------- 





























rr-m Genera tom 
_ 







------------------FROM CENRATOR 2-------------------- 








From Generar. or _ 





























-------------------FROM GENRATOR 3-------------------- 




































------------------ FROM vENR. 2k. iOR 11 -------------------- 




































% ------------------FROM GENRATOR 12--------------- 





































UP-STREAM & DOWN-STREAM LOOKING ALGORITHM 
FOR 14 BUS ACTIVE POWER 
Pbus(1: 14)=[232; 197; 170; 285; 116; 145; 70; 43; 92; 8; 8; 109; 117; 58] 
PLoad(1: 14)=[0; 0; 0; 150; 11; 10; 0; 43; 30; 8; 4; 50; 117; 18]; 





















-------DOLtiTvSTRýA1-ýOOF; ING ALGORITi-ih? ---------- 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 







Au (7,7) =1; 
Au(8,8)=1; 
Au(9,9)=1; 
Au (10,10) =1; 
Au (11,11) =l; 








for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 
ContributionOfGeneratorlForOutflowPowersForLine(m, n)=[P(m, n) 




_m ereratoý for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 






for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 
ContributionOfGenerator6ForOutflowPowersForLine(m, n)=[P(m, n) 





ö-----------Contribution of Generators to meet the Load 
Powers-------- 








































































--------------for GENERATOR 2----------------------- 








































































--------------for GENERATOR 3----------------------- 





































1S 1;,.. u ..., .. _. ... .. 
ý, ene al. 










































°--------------for GENERATOR 6----------------------- 0 
. 


















































:m 15 Load :? o: trci n 





















-------------DOWNSTý. Eý1-LOOriING ALGÜA. TriM ------------- 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 
Ad (m, n) =-P (m, n) /Pbus (n) ; 









Ad (10,10) =1; 
Ad(11,11)=1; 
Ad (12,12) =1; 
Ad (13,13) =1; 







ö-----Contribution of inflow Powers to the load Powers---- 
,. tOi Load 4 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 






for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





For Load 6 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





For Load 8 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 






for m=1: 14 
for n=1:: 





For. Load i0 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 







for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





=:, For Load 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





_or Load 13 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 






ýFcr ?c C1 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: _'_ 





- -- -f:: ontr-iüution of aenerators powers to --': e io. ads - 








































































__________________FOR GENERATOR L______________ 










































































------------------FOR GENERATOR 3------------------ 
























'; 'From Generato 
_ 











































, '. From Generator 







FOR GENERATOR b------------------- ------------------- 









































































UP-STREAM & DOWN-STREAM LOOKING ALGORITHM 
FOR 14 BUS REACTIVE POWER 
;? i: s i-'C6. 'ers 
Qbus(1: 14)=[20; 32; 20; 22; 17.5; 34; 36; 30; 33.5; 14; 18; 16; 19; 9.5]; 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
QLoad(1: 14)=[15; 0; 0; 4; 7.5; 0; 5; 0; 10; 4; 18; 13; 19; 3.5]; 
, Gen=r tors Po., er 
QG(1: 14)=[0; 32; 13; 0; 0; 24; 0; 30; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0]; 
---------------------------------------------------------- 



























%Matrix Generated From Line Powers and Bus Powers 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 

















_nvFrse o Generateci Matrix 
Au 
Auinv=inv(Au) 
'=------Contribution of Generators For Outflow rowers------- 
------------------------------------ 
%From Generator 2 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 








for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 
ContributionOfGenerator3ForOutflowPowersForLine(m, n)=[Q(m, n) 





for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 
ContributionOfGenerator6ForOutflowPowersForLine(m, n)=[Q(m, n) 




%From. Generaý. or 8 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





------Contribution of Generators to meet the Load rowers-- 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
%=======FROM GENERATOR 2=======-==-=--= 








































































======E cCiýi GENERATOR 










































































__ = rROr7 GENERATOR 






















































































































































for m=1: 13 
for n=1: 13 





















%Contribution of inflow Powers to the load Powers 
%------------------------------------------- -------------- 
'For 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





t, 1; 'ca1 1. ("I(i I 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





`i, i or I; c;,, (i 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





For Lo, tk. I 1 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





%For Lo<id If 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 
ContributionOflnflowPowersToTheLoadPower9(m, n)=[Q(m, n)/Qbus( 






for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





7 For Lo, i i11 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





F'o r ?,, RI; .' 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 





V, F c) rLO1 cj 14 
for m=1: 14 
for n=1: 14 







%-------Contribution of generators powers to the loads---- 
%--------------------------------------------------------- 
% ------------------FROM GENRATOR 2-------------------- 








































































`' ------------------ FROM GENRATOR 3-------- 








































































------ý-----. _. _. _-_----Iý'ROM GEtJRATOR -------------------- 







































































- ------------------FROM üENRi1TOR 3-------------------- 







'; From hr racc>ý 8 `i'o i_. (-Dad 4 






From Genecito. R , 'o Lo,.: ý 5 


























































Up-Stream & Down-Stream Looking Algorithm Results for 9& 
14 bus system 
9 BUS POWER FLOW DATA 
Bus PGen Q(: en PLoad QLoad 
01 71.735 24.07 0 15.46 
02 161.515 14.02 00 
03 84.23 40.95 00 
04 0000 
05 00 90.81 0 
06 0U00 
07 00 100.305 41.45 
OS 0 25 00 
09 00 126.365 40 
10 (1 003.32 
11 0 14.38 00 
12 0000 
13 0 16.18 0 10 
From Bus To Bus Line P Flow 
01 04 01 71.735 
114 05 02 30.64 
04 09 03 41.095 
06 05 04 60.1 7 
08 09 05 85.27 
02 08 06 161.515 
03 06 07 84.23 
06 07 08 24.06 
08 07 09 76.245 
125 
From Bus To Bus Line Q Flow 
01 10 01 24.07 
10 04 02 20.75 
04 05 03 9.41 
04 11 04 1134 
11 09 05 25.72 
13 05 06 6.05 
12 09 07 14.28 
06 13 08 16.05 
12 08 09 2.53 
02 03 10 14.02 
03 06 11 40.95 
06 07 12 24.90 
08 07 13 16.55 
126 
9 BUS SYSTEM ACTIVE POWER'S RESULTS 
UP-STREAM LOOKING ALGORTHIM 
Auinv = 
1.0000 00000000 
0 1.0000 0000000 
001.0000 000000 
1.0000 001.0000 00000 
0.4271 0 0.7229 0.4271 1.0000 0.7144 000 
001.0120 001.0000 000 
0 0.4721 0.2891 000.2856 1.0000 0.4721 0 
0 1.0000 000001.0000 0 
0.5729 0.5279 0 0.5729 0000.5279 1.0000 
ContributionOfGeneratoriForOutflowPowersForLine = 
000 71.7350 00000 
000000000 
000000000 


















00000 84.2300 000 
00000000o 
o00000000 






PLoad9FromGEN1 = 41.0950 
PLoad5FromGEN2 =0 
PLoad7FromGEN2 = 76.2450 
PLoad9FromGEN2 = 85.2700 
PLoad5FromGEN3 = 60.1700 
PLoad7FromGEN3 = 24.0600 
PLoad9FromGEN3 =0 
129 
DOWN-STREAM LOOKING ALGORTHIM 
Adinv e 
1.0000 001.0000 0.3374 0000.3252 
0 1.0000 00000.7601 1.0000 0.6748 
001.0000 0 0.6626 1.0000 0.2399 00 
0001.0000 0.3374 0000.3252 
00001.0000 0000 
00000.6626 1.0000 0.2399 00 
0000001.0000 00 
0000000.7601 1.0000 0.6748 
000000001.0000 
ContributionOfInflowPowersToTheLoadPower5 = 
000 30.6400 00000 
000000000 
00000 60.1700 000 
0000 30.6400 0000 
000000000 






0000000 76.2450 0 
00000 24.0600 000 
000000000 
000000000 
000000 24.0600 00 
000000000 
000000 76.2450 00 
ContributionOfInflowPowersToTheLoadPower9 = 
000 41.0950 00000 








PG1ToLoadPower5 = 30.6400 
PG1ToLoadPower7 =0 
PGlToLoadPower9 = 41.0950 
PG2ToLoadPower5 =0 
PG2ToLoadPower7 = 76.2450 
PG2ToLoadPower9 = 85.2700 
PG3ToLoadPower5 = 60.1700 
PG3ToLoadPower7 = 24.0600 
PG3ToLoadPower9 =0 
132 
9 BUS SYSTEM REACTIVE POWER'S RESULTS 
UP-STREAM LOOKING ALGORTHIM 
Auinv - 
1.0000 000000000000 
0 1.0000 00000000000 
001.0000 0000000000 
0.8621 001.0000 000000.8621 000 
0.3944 0 0.1477 0.4575 1.0000 0.1477 0000.3944 000.3769 
001.0000 001.0000 0000000 
0 1.0000 0.6081 000.6081 1.0000 1.0000 0000.1505 0 
0 1.0000 000001.0000 0000.1505 0 
0.4752 000.5513 00001.0000 0.4752 1.0000 O. B495 0 
1.0000 000000001.0000 000 
0.4752 000.5513 000000.4752 1.0000 00 
000000000001.0000 0 
000.3919 000.3919 0000001.0000 
ContributionOfGenerntorlForOutflovPoversForLlne , 
000000000 24.0700 000 
0000000000000 
0000000000000 






000 20.7500 000000000 





















00000 40.9500 0000000 
0000000000000 
0000000000000 
















































QLoad5FromGEN3 = 6.0500 
QLoad7FromGEN3 = 24.9000 
QLoad9FromGEN3 =0 
QLoadlOFromGEN3 =0 








QLoad7FromGEN12 = 2.5300 




DOWN-STREAM LOOKING ALGORTHIM 
Adinv = 
1.0000 001.0088 0.6140 0000.2860 1.0000 0.4448 00 
0 1.0000 00000.3382 0.8471 00000 
001.0000 0 0.3913 1.0000 0.6007 000001.0000 
0001.0000 0.6087 0000.2835 0 0.4409 00 
00001.0000 00000000 
00000.3913 1.0000 0.6007 000001.0000 
0000001.0000 000000 
0000000.3993 1.0000 00000 
000000001.0000 0000 
0001.0088 0.6140 0000.2860 1.0000 0.4448 00 
000000000.6430 0 1.0000 00 
0000000.0610 0.1529 0.3570 001.0000 0 
00000.3913 00000001.0000 

















0000000 14.0200 000 
oo000 24.9000 00000 
00000000000 
00000000000 
000000 24.9000 0000 
00000000000 
















000 11.4392 0000000 
00000000 25.7200 00 


























































QGiToLoadPowerS = 9.4923 
QG1ToLoadPower7 =0 
QGiToLoadPower9 = 11.4392 
QG1ToLoad Powerl0 = 3.3200 
QGlToLoadPowerl3 =0 
QG2ToLoadPower5 =0 




QG3ToLoadPower5 = 6.0500 
QG3ToLoadPower7 = 24.9000 
QG3ToLoadPower9 =0 
QG3ToLoadPowerlO =0 
QG3ToLoadPowerl3 = 10 
QGllToLoadPower5 =0 
QGllToLoadPower7 =0 





QG12ToLoadPower7 = 2.5300 
QG12ToLoadPower9 = 14.2800 
QG12ToLoad Powerl0 =0 
QG12ToLoad Powerl3 =0 
142 
14 BUS POWER FLOW DATA 
Btu., 1'Gcu (1Gcn 1'Load (Load 
O1 232 00 15 
02 40 32 U0 
03 69 13 00 
04 00 150 4 
05 00 11 7.5 
06 100 24 10 0 
07 0005 
08 0 25 43 0 
09 00 30 10 
1O U084 
11 004 18 
12 00 50 13 
13 00 117 19 
14 00 18 3.5 
From Bus To Bus Line P Flow 
01 02 01 157 
01 05 02 75 
02 04 03 55 
02 05 04 41 
02 03 05 101 
03 04 06 170 
04 07 07 70 
04 09 08 65 
05 04 09 60 
05 06 10 45 
06 11 11 8 
06 12 12 109 
06 13 13 18 
07 09 14 27 
07 08 15 43 
09 10 16 4 
09 14 17 58 
11 10 18 4 
12 13 19 59 
14 13 20 40 
143 
From Bus To Bus Line Q Flow 
02 O1 01 20 
(I1 05 02 5 
02 04 03 2 
02 05 04 3 
(12 03 05 7 
03 04 06 20 
04 07 07 6 
04 09 08 2.5 
05 04 09 9.5 
() S 06 1U 10 
(16 11 11 8 
06 12 12 16 
06 13 13 10 
07 09 14 31 
08 07 15 30 
09 10 16 14 
09 14 17 9.5 
10 11 18 10 
12 13 19 3 
14 13 20 6 
144 
14 BUS SYSTEM FOR ACTIVE POWER'S RESULTS 
UP-STREAM LOOKING ALGORTHIM 
Auiav - 
Columns 1 through 11 
1.0000 000000000Q 
0.6767 1.0000 000000000 
0.3469 0.5127 1.0000 0000O000 
0.7759 0.8995 1.0000 1.0000 0.5172 000000 
0.4641 0.2081 001.0000 000000 
0.1800 0.0807 000.3879 1.0000 00000 
0.1906 0.2209 0.2456 0.2456 0.1270 0 1.0000 0000 
0.1171 0.1357 0.1509 0.1509 0.0780 0 0.6143 1.0000 000 
0.2505 0.2904 0.3228 0.3228 0.1670 0 0.3857 0 1.0000 0O 
0.0159 0.0149 0.0140 0.0140 0.0180 0.0276 0.0168 0 0.0435 1.0000 0.5000 
0.0099 0.0045 000.0214 0. OS52 00Q01.0000 
0.1353 0.0607 000.2916 0.7517 00000 
0.2045 0.1691 0.1404 0.1404 0.2786 0.5310 0.1677 0 0.4348 00 
0.1579 0.1831 0.2035 0.2035 0.1053 0 0.2432 O 0.6304 00 

















Columns 1 through 11 
0 157.0000 00 75.0000 000000 
O0 80.4924 43.8325 32.6751 000000 
000 60 . 492 40000000 
000000 44.2152 0 41.0569 00 
000 55.6940 0 41.7705 00000 
00000000002.3046 




















O 16.9963 0 
O00 
0 25.2658 0 
146 
ContributionOtGenerator2ForOuttlouPover'ForLine - 
Columns 1 through 11 
o0000000000 
O0 20.5076 11.1675 8.3249 000000 
000 20.5076 0000000 
0000008.8375 0 8.2062 00 
0004.3060 0 3.2295 00000 
O0000000000.1762 




















0 1.3141 0 
000 
0 5.0500 0 
147 
ContributionofGenerator3ForOutflowPoversForLine = 
Columns 1 through 11 
o0000000 
00000000 
000 69.0000 0000 









































































PLoad4FromGEN1 = 94.7468 
PLoad5FromGEN1 = 10.2106 
PLoad6FromGEN1= 2.8807 
PLoad8FromGEN1 = 27.1607 
PLoad9FromGEN1= 18.9494 
PLoadlOFromGEN1 = 3.6789 




PLoad4FromGEN2 = 18.9374 
PLoad5FromGEN2 = 0.7894 
PLoad6FromGEN2 = 0.2227 
PLoad8FromGEN2 = 5.4287 
PLoad9FromGEN2 = 3.7875 
PLoadlOFromGEN2 = 0.5941 
PLoadllFromGEN2 = 0.0891 
PLoadl2FromGEN2 = 1.1136 
150 
PLoadl3FromGEN2 = 6.7649 
PLoadl4FromGEN2 = 2.2725 
PLoad4FromGEN3 = 36.3158 
PLoad5FromGEN3 =0 
PLoad6FromGEN3 =0 
PLoad8FromGEN3 = 10.4105 
PLoad9FromGEN3 = 7.2632 
PLoadlOFromGEN3 = 0.9684 
PLoadllFromGEN3 =0 
PLoadl2FromGEN3 =0 
PLoadl3FromGEN3 = 9.6842 
PLoadl4FromGEN3 = 4.3579 
PLoad4FromGEN6 =0 
PLoad5FromGEN6 =0 
PLoad6FromGEN6 = 6.8966 
PLoad8FromGEN6 =0 
PLoad9FromGEN6 =0 
PLoadlOFromGEN6 = 2.7586 
151 
PLoadllFromGEN6 = 2.7586 
PLoadl2FromGEN6 = 34.4828 
PLoadl3FromGEN6 = 53.1034 
PLoadl4FromGEN6 =0 
152 
DOWN-STREAM LOOKING ALGORTHIM 
Adinv e 
Columns 1 through 13 
1.0000 0.7970 0.4735 0.6316 0.9282 0.2881 0.6316 0.6316 0.6316 0.4599 0.2881 0.2881 0.4055 
0 1.0000 0.5941 0.6218 0.3534 0.1097 0.6218 0.6218 0.6218 0.3657 0.1097 0.1097 0.2848 
001.0000 0.5965 000.5965 0.5965 0.5965 0.2982 000.2039 
0001.0000 001.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.5000 000.3419 
0000.2105 1.0000 0.3103 0.2105 0.2105 0.2105 0.2604 0.3103 0.3103 0.2762 
000001.0000 0000.5000 1.0000 1.0000 0.6581 
0000001.0000 1.0000 0.2935 0.1467 000.1003 
00000001.0000 00000 
000000001.0000 0.5000 000.3419 
0000000001.0000 000 





















Columns 1 through 11 
O 74.3294 00 20.4174 0000 
00 53.1579 28.9474 11.1615 0000 
000 89.4737 00000 
OO0000O00 









































Columns 1 through 13 



















































































































Columns 1 through 13 






























Columns 1 through 13 
0 21.3078 005.8530 000 
00 15.2386 8.2982 3.1996 000 
000 25.6491 0000 










































Columaa 1 through 13 
0 14.8659 004.0835 00000000 
00 10.6316 5.7895 2.2323 00000000 
000 17.8947 000000000 
0000008.8043 0 21.1957 0000 
0006.3158 000000000 
0000000000000 

























Columns 1 through 13 
0 0.3497 000.8026 0000000 0) 
00000.4388 0000000 0) 
000000000000 0) 
000000000000 01 
000001.2414 000000 01 


























Columns 1 through 13 













































Columns 1 through 13 
0 26.5524 00 20.8950 0000 
00 14.1754 7.7193 11.4226 0000 
000 23.8596 00000 
000000 11.7391 0 28.2609 









































Columns 1 through 13 
0 8.9195 002.4501 00000000 
006.3789 3.4737 1.3394 00000000 
000 10.7368 000000000 



























PGlToLoadPower4 = 94.7468 
PGlToLoadPower5 = 10.2106 
PG1ToLoadPower6 = 2.8807 
PG1ToLoadPower8 = 27.1607 
PGiToLoadPower9 = 18.9494 
PG1ToLoadPowerl0 = 3.6789 
PG1ToLoadPowerll = 1.1523 
PGlToLoadPowerl2 = 14.4036 
PG 1To Load Powerl3 = 47.4474 
PGlToLoadPowerl4 = 11.3696 
PG2ToLoadPower4 = 18.9374 
PG2ToLoadPower5 = 0.7894 
PG2ToLoadPower6 = 0.2227 
PG2ToLoadPower8 = 5.4287 
PG2ToLoadPower9 = 3.7875 
PG2ToLoadPowerlO = 0.5941 
PG2ToLoadPowerll = 0.0891 
PG2ToLoadPowerl2 = 1.1136 
163 
PG2ToLoadPowerl3 = 6.7649 
PG2ToLoadPowerl4 = 2.2725 
PG3ToLoadPower4 = 36.3158 
PG3ToLoadPower5 =0 
PG3ToLoadPower6 =0 
PG3ToLoadPower8 = 10.4105 
PG3ToLoadPower9 = 7.2632 
PG3ToLoad Powerl0 = 0.9684 
PG3ToLoadPowerll =0 
PG3ToLoadPowerl2 =0 
PG3ToLoadPowerl3 = 9.6842 
PG3ToLoadPowerl4 = 4.3579 
PG6ToLoadPower4 =0 
PG6ToLoadPower5 =0 
PG6ToLoadPower6 = 6.8966 
PG6ToLoadPower8 =0 
PG6ToLoadPower9 =0 
PG6ToLoad Powerl0 = 2.7586 
164 
PG6ToLoadPowerll = 2.7586 
PG6ToLoadPowerl2 = 34.4828 
PG6ToLoadPowerl3 = 53.1034 
PG6ToLoad Powerl4 =0 
165 
14 BUS SYSTEM FOR REACTIVE POWER'S RESULTS 
UP-STREAM LOOKING ALGORITHM 
Auinv - 
Column 1 through 11 
1.0000 0.6250 000000000 
0 1.0000 000000000 
0 0.2188 1.0000 00000000 
0 0.2813 1.0000 1.0000 00000O0 
0.2500 0.3714 0.4318 0.4318 1.0000 000000 
0.1429 0.2123 0.2468 0.2468 0.5714 1.0000 00000 
0 0.0767 0.2727 0.2727 001.0000 1.0000 000 
00000001.0000 000 
0 0.0980 0.3485 0.3485 000.8611 0.8611 1.0000 00 
0 0.0410 0.1456 0.1456 000.3599 0.3599 0.4179 1.0000 0 
0.0336 0.0792 D. 1621 0.1621 0.1345 0.2353 0.2570 0.2570 0.2985 0.7143 1.0000 
0.0672 0.0999 0.1161 0.1161 0.2609 0.4706 00000 
0.0546 0.0987 0.1568 0.1568 0.2185 0.3824 0.1542 0.1542 0.1791 00 
0 0.0278 0.0988 0.0988 000.2442 0.2442 0.2836 00 

















Columns 1 through 11 
o0005.0000 O000O0 
20.0000 0 7.0000 2.0000 3.0000 000000 
0007.0000 0000000 























0 0.5993 0 
000 
0 0.5617 0 
167 
ContributionOfGenerator3ForOutflowPowersForLine = 
Columns 1 through 10 
o000000000 
oooo0ooo00 
o00 13 . 0000 000000 



































































O0000000 2S. 6333 0 





















004.62 69 0 
170 
QLoadlFromGEN2 = 15 
QLoad4FromGEN2 = 1.6364 
QLoad5FromGEN2 = 5.0942 
QLoad7FromGEN2 = 0.3409 
QLoad9FromGEN2 = 0.9362 
QLoadlOFromGEN2 = 0.3745 
QLoadllFromGEN2 = 2.5344 
QLoadl2FromGEN2 = 2.5970 
QLoadl3FromGEN2 = 3.1588 
QLoadl4FromGEN2 = 0.3277 
QLoadlFromGEN3 =0 
QLoad4FromGEN3 = 2.3636 
QLoad5FromGEN3 = 2.4058 
QLoad7FromGEN3 = 0.4924 
QLoad9FromGEN3 = 1.3523 
QLoadlOFromGEN3 = 0.5409 
QLoadllFromGEN3 = 2.1071 
QLoadl2FromGEN3 = 1.2265 
171 
QLoadl3FromGEN3 = 2.0379 







QLoadllFromGEN6 = 5.6471 
QLoadl2FromGEN6 = 9.1765 





QLoad7FromGEN8 = 4.1667 
QLoad9FromGEN8 = 7.7114 
QLoadlOFromGEN8 = 3.0846 
172 
QLoadllFromGEN8 = 7.7114 
QLoadl2FromGEN8 =0 
QLoadl3FromGEN8 = 4.6269 
QLoadl4FromGEN8 = 2.6990 
173 
DOWN-STREAM LOOKING ALGORITHM 
Adinv - 
Columns 1 through 10 
1.0000 0000.2857 0.0840 0000 
1.0000 1.0000 0.3500 0.4091 0.6792 0.199B 0.0682 0 0.0936 0.0936 
001.0000 0.9091 0.4935 0.1451 0.1515 0 0.2081 0.2081 
0001.0000 0.5429 0.1597 0.1667 0 0.2289 0.2209 
00001.0000 0.2941 0000 
000001.0000 0000 
0000001.0000 0 0.9254 0.9254 







Columns 11 through 14 
0.0373 0.0840 0.0575 0 
0.1406 0.1996 0.1367 0 
0.1801 0.1451 0.0993 0 
0.1981 0.1597 0.1092 0 
0.1307 0.2941 0.2012 0 


























Contribution OflnflowPowersToTheLoadPower4 = 
Columns 1 through 10 
o000000000 
O01.2727 0.3636 000000 





























Columns 1 through 10 
O0002.1429 00000 






























Columns 1 through 10 
OOOOOOOO00 





























ContributionOflnflowPowersToTheLoad Power9 = 
columns 1 through 10 
OOOOO0O00 0 
OO0.7282 0.2081 00000 0 
OO02.0805 000000 




























Columns 1 through 10 
0000000000 
O00.2913 0.0832 000000 
0000.8322 000000 




























Columns 1 through 10 
O0000.6723 00000 
0.6723 0 1.1346 0.3242 0.4034 00000 
0003.2417 000000 




























Columns 1 through 10 
00001.092 400000 





























Contribution Of InflowPowersToTheLoad Powerl3 = 
Columns 1 through 10 
O0001.0924 00000 





























ContributionOflnflowPowersToTheLoad Powerl4 = 































QG2ToLoadPowerl = 15 
QG2ToLoadPower4 = 1.6364 
QG2ToLoadPower5 = 5.0942 
QG2ToLoadPower7 = 0.3409 
QG2ToLoadPower9 = 0.9362 
QG2ToLoadPower l0 = 0.3745 
QG2ToLoadPowerll = 2.5344 
QG2ToLoadPowerl2 = 2.5970 
QG2ToLoadPowerl3 = 2.5970 
QG2ToLoadPowerl4 =0 
QG3ToLoadPowerl =0 
QG3ToLoadPower4 = 2.3636 
QG3ToLoadPower5 = 2.4058 
QG3ToLoadPower7 = 0.4924 
QG3ToLoadPower9 = 1.3523 
QG3ToLoad Powerl0 = 0.5409 
QG3ToLoadPowerll = 2.1071 
185 
QG3ToLoadPowerl2 = 1.2265 








QG6ToLoadPowerll = 5.6471 
QG6ToLoadPowerl2 = 9.1765 





QG8ToLoadPower7 = 4.1667 
QG8ToLoadPower9 = 7.7114 
186 
QG8ToLoadPowerlO = 3.0846 





Project Milestone for Final Year Project II 
No. Detail/Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1 Project Work Continue 
2 Submission of Progress Report 1 " 
3 Project Work Continue 
4 Submission of Progress Report 2 " 
5 Project Work Continue 
6 Draft Report " 
7 Final Report " 
8 Technical Report 0 
" Suggested Milestone 
Process 
188 
